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ounded in 1972, the Asian Law Caucus is the nation’s first 
legal and civil rights organization serving low income Asian 
Pacific American communities. ALC focuses on housing rights, 
immigration and immigrants’ rights, labor and employment 

issues, student advocacy (ASPire), civil rights and hate violence, 
national security, and criminal justice reform. As a founding affiliate of 
the Asian American Center for Advancing Justice, ALC also helps to 
set national policies in affirmative action, voting rights, Census and 
language rights.

Since the vast majority of Asians and Pacific islanders in America are 
immigrants and refugees, ALC strives to create informed and educated 
communities empowered to assert their rights and to participate actively 
in American society. this perspective is reflected in our broad strategy 
which integrates the provision of legal services, educational programs, 
community organizing initiatives and advocacy.
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Executive Summary

Secondary units are home to tens of thousands of San Francisco 
residents. this is largely conjecture, though, for reasons owing 
to the nature of this type of housing and its historical significance 
in the city. these dwellings, otherwise known as in-law units, 

tend to be hidden from street view, as they are constructed within or 
in the back lot of single family properties. most secondary units have 
not been approved by the city’s permitting agencies, and there is no 
mechanism for tracking them. moreover, unpermitted secondary units 
are prone to falling under the Census radar.

San Francisco maintains an awkward stance on secondary units. 
the city’s housing element has consistently acknowledged unpermitted 
secondary units as an effective and important source of affordable 
housing in the city, and the department of building inspection (dbi) does 
not affirmatively investigate them.1 however, dbi removes an estimated 
50-100 unpermitted units every year through code enforcement as 
they are brought to the agency’s attention by the public.2 the city is left 
waiting for community resolve to shape a coherent policy for “legalizing” 
and promoting what already is substantially part of the lives of many 
homeowners and tenants. the impasse reflects an uneasy tension 
of competing perspectives on the city’s affordable housing shortage, 
density and congestion concerns.

the consequences of maintaining this shadow housing market 
are tremendous. many tenants are subject to substandard housing 
conditions and safety hazards. Census undercounting results in losses 
in federal, state and local funding. this translates to fewer resources for 
social services, economic development and education. in addition, we 
are left with an incomplete narrative of the communities that contribute 
to and make the city their home.

the goal of this study is to shed light on the households that 
live in secondary units. if there is to be proper community planning to 
address the situation, then it follows that we ought to be familiar with 
the communities most affected by this form of housing to ensure that 
they may contribute meaningfully to the process.

We conducted two community surveys in the excelsior 
neighborhood of district 11 (d11), which has the highest proportion of 
single family housing in the city. Family-oriented and less affluent, d11 
has a broad immigrant base and is the most ethnically diverse district 
in the city.

Our findings reveal a critical mass of tenants living within the 
rows of single family homes in what has been traditionally considered 
a homeowner neighborhood. A proliferation of secondary units in the 
rental market has primarily targeted very low to extremely low income 
immigrant families of Asian and Latino descent. the policy implications 
are clear: secondary units are a robust source of affordable housing to 
an unaccounted-for tenant community exhibiting distinct cultural, social 
and economic characteristics.
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Key Findings and Policy 
Recommendations

he study culminated in key findings that revealed a residential 
neighborhood with very special characteristics. these findings 
inform our policy recommendations that address the affordable 
housing needs of an economically and culturally diverse San 

Francisco population.

n the excelsior, a tenant neighborhood: Survey results showed 
an excelsior population comprised mainly of tenants (69.8%), which 
is incompatible with Census data that support the view of excelsior 
as primarily owner-occupied.

n where do tenants reside? half of all tenants surveyed live in single 
family housing with secondary units.

n what does a secondary unit look like? it will most likely be a 
two-bedroom, one-bathroom unit located on the bottom floor of a 
house. 28.3% of these units lack proper heating facilities and fire 
extinguishers while 15.2% do not have smoke detectors.

n Family-oriented: half of all secondary unit households include 
children. this is considerably higher than the city average (18%). 
Also, 25.9% include seniors.

n Lower income strata: 86.6% of secondary unit households are 
very low income (earning no more than 50% of area median income 
(Ami). 57.3% are extremely low income (earning no more than 30% 
Ami).

n Racially and ethnically diverse: Secondary unit households 
are 65.3% Asian and 18.7% Latino (compared to 51% and 27% 
in district 11, and 33% and 14% citywide, respectively). the 
three largest Asian groups are Chinese (68%), Filipino (22%) and 
Vietnamese (10%), which more or less resemble d11 levels (65.6%, 
25.6% and 3.8%, respectively).

n Foreign born, limited english proficient (Lep): An extraordinarily 
high proportion of secondary unit households are foreign born 
(82.5%), which far exceeds the district-wide level (51%) and citywide 
level (34%). Only 19% of these tenants speak english at home, which 
represents a much lower proportion compared to the excelsior as a 
whole (29%), d11 (33%) and the city (56%). Secondary unit tenants 
are predominately LeP, with 61.8% indicating that they don’t speak 
english well or not at all.

n Long-time residents: 45.2% of the tenants moved into their unit in 
2004 or earlier. tenants tended to move to the excelsior to find more 
affordable housing or live closer to family and friends.

n transportation: Public transit is by far the dominant mode of 
transportation for secondary unit tenant respondents. 80.6% of 
these tenants use public transit to go to work or school, while only 
14.5% commute by car.

n informal landlord-tenant relationships: 39.1% of the landlords 
are either related to or a friend of their tenants. 45% of tenants in 
excelsior secondary units do not have a written rental agreement 
with their landlord.

n Landlords: A high rate of Asian homeowners rent out their 
secondary units (75%). Among these Asian homeowners, 76.6% 
are Chinese, 10.6% are Filipino and 8.5% are Vietnamese. Latinos 
comprise 10.9% of secondary unit landlords. 13.6% of owners 
without secondary units expressed an interest in renovating their 
home to include one.

n Robust source of affordable housing: One out of every three 
homes in the excelsior may include a secondary unit. rent gravitates 
in the $1,000-$1,249 range, which represents a considerable 
discount compared with hUd’s fair market estimate of $1,905 per 
month for a two-bedroom unit in San Francisco. Secondary units 
are rarely found over the $2,000 monthly rent level.

p o L i C y  R e C o m m e n d At i o n s

Given the implications of these findings, we have formulated a 
set of recommendations based on the Asian Law Caucus’s principles 
of protecting the community and human right to affordable, decent 
and secure housing. For any proposal to bring existing secondary unit 
housing into regulation or promote new development, such reform must 
be premised on the following:

1. Preserving and creating affordable housing and preventing resident 
displacement through the full application of tenant protections under 
the San Francisco rent Ordinance;

2. A balanced approach of ensuring healthy and safe housing while 
broadening housing code and land use regulations to incorporate 
secondary unit housing stock;

3. homeowner stabilization to include effective incentives for owner 
participation; and

4. Community-driven support and principles to lay the foundation for a 
genuine and sustainable policy.

T
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1996 San Francisco Planning department sampling study 
estimated that unpermitted secondary units in the city totaled 
28,100. No other survey has been performed since then. No 
survey has yet been conducted to take us inside these units 

to provide a glimpse of who lives in them.

San Francisco’s housing element, the primary source for the city’s 
housing policy, cites secondary units as a “simple and cost-effective 
method of expanding housing supply,” but acknowledges neighborhood 
buy-in as essential to successfully fashioning a policy to develop this form 
of housing.3 historically, certain neighborhood associations opposed to 
various proposed measures promoting secondary units have cited the 
ills of increasing density in a city that has already reached its limits.

A question remains, however, whether all the communities’ voices 
have been heard. A 2011 San Francisco State University study of social 
capital needs in district 11 found that neighborhood and business 
stakeholders identified the legalization of “in-law units to provide better 
protection to low-income families” as the prevailing housing need along 
with affordable housing for families and seniors.4

One of the consequences of this policy impasse is that a 
significant slice of San Francisco’s narrative landscape is missing. if 
we cannot verify the scale of secondary units in the city, much less so 
can we identify the communities that make these spaces their home. 
institutional data are vulnerable to undercounting secondary units.5 yet 
researchers acknowledge that a “surprisingly large share” of affordable 
housing comes from this “shadow housing stock.”6

Issues and Context

A

in-LAw inFiLL

Secondary units are self-contained dwelling units which are 
usually found in addition to a single family residence, whether built 
within the property or as a detached structure in the rear portion of 
the lot (i.e., cottage). Also known as in-law or accessory dwelling units, 
these living spaces are smaller and subordinate in design to the primary 
residence.

Urban planners and policymakers have broadly viewed secondary 
units as an effective model to help meet low income housing needs in 
cities with high density and congestion issues. San Francisco’s housing 
element, in outlining the city’s housing policy and objectives, reaffirms 
secondary units as an “effective and inexpensive way to realize greater 
housing potential.”7 think tanks such as the Center for Community 
innovation at UC-berkeley8 and SPUr9 (San Francisco Planning + 
Urban research Association) include secondary unit development 
as a necessary component of any genuine housing strategy for San 
Francisco and the bay Area as a whole.

ReCent Responses to the housing CRisis

the affordable housing gap in San Francisco remains an ongoing 
challenge. 53,650 households—mostly very low income households—
are severely cost-burdened with housing costs consuming over half of 
their income.10 housing production continues to fall significantly short of 
demand from low income as well as moderate income households.11 As 
a consequence, families are left searching elsewhere for the American 
dream, leaving San Francisco with the lowest percentage of children 
(13.4%) of any major city in the country.12

in November 2012, San Francisco voters approved a city charter 
amendment to create the housing trust Fund, filling the fiscal vacuum 
caused by the abrupt end to the state’s development agencies. the 
fund will dedicate $1.2 billion over 30 years towards construction of 
new affordable housing, along with homeownership down payment 
assistance and stabilization. to develop the policy behind the fund, 
San Francisco mayor ed Lee convened a taskforce of various players, 
ranging from developers to community advocates.

the trust fund exemplifies the ongoing evolution of the city’s 
affordable housing policy. As analyzed by the Poverty & race research 
Action Council and the National housing Law Project, the historical 
dynamic has been informed by four key factors: “dedicated community 
advocacy and strong coalitions; development of and access to 
substantial funding sources; a holistic vision of building ‘not just housing, 
but communities’; and constantly evolving housing programs that meet 
new challenges and opportunities.”13 A January 2012 performance 
audit of the city’s affordable housing policies and programs requested 
by the board of Supervisors may be signaling an interest to explore and 
rethink housing needs and strategies anew.

seCondARy units: A poLiCy impAsse

in the bay Area, secondary units have historically played a role in 
housing blue collar households. beginning in the early twentieth century, 
Progressive era thinking emphasized nuclear family dwellings in areas 
exclusively zoned for lower density residential districts.14 Where low 
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income housing needs were unmet, secondary units developed in those 
neighborhoods, notwithstanding land use restrictions.15 because these 
units were typically constructed outside the city’s regulatory scheme, 
they were branded as “illegal” and never approved by city permitting 
agencies.

during World War ii, San Francisco witnessed a proliferation 
of unpermitted secondary units to house an expanding workforce 
for the booming defense industry.16 by 1960, an estimated 20,000 
to 30,000 secondary units existed in San Francisco, 90% of which 
were unpermitted.17 in 1996, survey sampling by the city’s Planning 
department yielded a conservative estimate of 28,100 unpermitted 
secondary units, equivalent to 8% of the city’s accounted-for housing 
stock.18

Numerous attempts in the past four decades to amend San 
Francisco’s land use law to incorporate secondary unit development 
have been unsuccessful. State legislation enacted in 1982 directing 
local agencies to promote secondary units19 achieved some momentum 
in San Francisco but with no appreciable effect.20 in response to the 
state directive, the San Francisco board of Supervisors found that, 
while secondary units were a valuable mode of affordable housing, such 
needs were overridden by high density concerns.21 Proposed legislation 
in 1992 and 1996 to establish amnesty programs for unpermitted 
secondary units failed to reach the supervisors for a vote. in 2003, then-
Supervisor Aaron Peskin introduced an upzoning ordinance designed 
for transit-oriented new development. the idea was to allow for new 
non-rent controlled secondary units less than 750 sq. ft. within a quarter 
mile of major transit hubs. despite the limitations placed on the targeted 
development, the plan was unable to gain traction due to resistance 
from certain neighborhood associations. Upzoning, as argued by those 
resistant to secondary unit development, would adversely affect the 
neighborhood character due to increased population density, congestion 
and the resulting overextension and deterioration of services, especially 
with respect to education. Currently, zoning law provides for only 55 
secondary units spread out citywide. 

the department of building inspection will eliminate an estimated 
50-100 unpermitted secondary units every year.22 dbi’s efforts are not 
part of an affirmative investigation policy, but rather are undertaken in 
connection with a property complaint from the public, not necessarily 

pertaining to issues with the secondary unit. SPUr has characterized 
this ad hoc agency protocol as the city’s “don’t Ask don’t tell” policy23 
on secondary units which reflects an impasse with unfortunate 
consequences. the steady loss of secondary units represents an 
erosion of affordable housing and an ongoing displacement of low 

income households.

distRiCt 11 And the exCeLsioR

Situated in the middle of the southern border of San 
Francisco, district 11 represents several neighborhoods, 

including Ocean View, the Outer mission and the excelsior. interstate 
280 defines part of the western and northern sides of the district, and 
the eastern side is set against John mcLaren Park. residences and 
businesses are connected by a number of major corridors, including 
mission Street, Geneva Avenue and Alemany boulevard.

the district added 8% to its population in the past decade and 
remains the most ethnically diverse with the highest combined proportion 
of Asians and Latinos in the city (51% and 28%, respectively). half of d11 
residents were born outside the U.S. (well above the citywide proportion 
of 35%). most d11 residents do not speak english at home.

Single-family homes permeate the d11 landscape. With 69% 
of residences housed by their owners, the district has historically 
distinguished itself from San Francisco’s reputation as a city of renters 
who represent 62% of households.

district 11 households are about families (71% compared to 
44% citywide). youth and senior populations are well represented in 
the district, and families tend to be larger in size (4.7 family members 
compared to the city average of 3.5 family members).

more blue-collar workers are found in d11. median family income 
in the district is below average, and per capita income is the city’s 
lowest at $25,490. 

d11 residents are more likely to own a car and drive to work. A 
household in d11 on average will own 1.69 vehicles, representing about 
one-half a car more than the city average (1.09).

the excelsior neighborhood is the largest in d11 based on 
population (37,960) and housing units (10,080).24 bounded by Geneva 
Avenue to the south, mission Street to the west, i-280 to the north and 
John mcLaren Park to the east, the excelsior is patterned mostly by 
streets in grid-like formation that are named after european countries 
and cities. 

the neighborhood has historically served as a melting pot for 
immigrants, initially having drawn in the irish, italian and Swiss. in the 
last four decades, Asians and Latinos of varying income levels have 
come to define the excelsior’s ethnic make-up. Overall, the excelsior 
typifies the character of district 11 as an ethnically diverse, family-
oriented, homeowner residential neighborhood.

San Francisco Districts

District 11

exCeLsioR
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erhaps the most notable findings arose from discrepancies 
between the survey results and institutional data. these 
inconsistencies suggest a pronounced undercount of tenants 
residing in secondary units. What emerges from the survey 

results is a sub-group of tenants resembling a community with a 
distinctive social, economic and demographic character. moreover, the 
high concentration of secondary units means that a strong bond exists 
between homeowners and tenants that adds another layer to what 
defines our communities.

the exCeLsioR: A tenAnt neighboRhood

Survey results of 295 excelsior residents yielded a population 
mainly of tenants (69.8%) at a slightly higher concentration than the 
citywide level (64.2%).25 remarkably, the finding stands diametrically 
opposed to the 73% figure of excelsior housing as owner-occupied.26

What could partially account for the deviation may lie in the pool 
of residents interviewed: almost three quarters of the interviews were 
conducted at bus stops and near train stations. if this were to mean 
that a majority of respondents rely on public transit, then institutional 
data on the tenure of public transit users ought to better reflect survey 
results. however, this is not the case. According to the American 
Community Survey 2007-11, excelsior residents who use public transit 
to go to work constitute an almost 50/50 mix of tenants and owners.27 
the 70/30 ratio of tenants to owners obtained from the survey results 
remain incompatible with the portrayal of the excelsior as a homeowner 
neighborhood.

most of the excelsior tenants surveyed live in single family 
housing (152 of 206). the majority of these tenants (106) indicated 
that the properties contain more than one dwelling unit. this group, 
which accounts for one-third of all residents (35.9%) and half of all 
tenants (51.5%) surveyed, is where we find excelsior’s secondary unit 
households. Given the rh-1 zoning (primarily one dwelling per lot) that 
dominates the neighborhood, secondary units reported by tenants 
would have been constructed without city permitting for the most part. 

he purpose of this study is to provide an outline of the residential 
character of secondary unit households in a specific San 
Francisco neighborhood. We hope the report may serve as a 
resource for community-based organizations as they evaluate 

the needs of their constituents and stakeholders. 

initially, our goal was internal and part of the Asian Law Caucus’s 
ongoing assessment of housing needs in underserved communities. 
We focused entirely on the excelsior neighborhood in district 11 for a 
number of reasons. district 11 represents the most ethnically-diverse 
population in the city with a high concentration of Asian Americans, 
immigrants and linguistically isolated households. d11 households tend 
to be less affluent and hold more blue-collar jobs than elsewhere in the 
city. Single family housing predominates in d11, which is historically 
known for being well represented by homeowners, an anomaly in a city 
of renters. the excelsior neighborhood epitomizes these demographic, 
social and economic characteristics.

Anecdotally, many understand the excelsior as home to a vibrant 
tenant community. however, the institutional data do not bear this out. 
We felt the need to explore this inconsistency.

methodoLogy

in this study, the Asian Law Caucus utilized various research 
methods to identify secondary unit households within the bounds of 
the excelsior neighborhood. We implemented a community survey in 
two parts. For the first part, during the summer of 2011, we conducted 
interviews at various sites (public transit points, the library, service 
agencies) and through a limited number of door-to-door canvassing. 
We derived our findings from 295 respondents identified as excelsior 
residents.

the second part of the community survey involved observational 
data capturing. in the latter part of 2011, we surveyed the exterior 
aspects of 300 single family homes in the excelsior to estimate what 
proportion of them appeared to contain secondary units. homes with 
at least one primary indicator (resident confirmation or more than one 
address visibly displayed) or three subordinate indicators (e.g., additional 
separate entrance with doorbell and mail slot) were deemed to contain 
a secondary unit.

We also reviewed a variety of institutional data, including the 2010 
Census, American Community Surveys, and reports from local agencies 
and non-profit organizations.

Purpose, Focus and 
Methodology

Findings

T P
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three largest groups are Chinese (68%), Filipino (22%) and Vietnamese 
(10%), which more or less resemble d11 levels (65.6%, 25.6% and 
3.8%, respectively).29

An extraordinarily high proportion 
of excelsior tenants in housing with 
secondary units are foreign born (82.5%), 
which far exceeds the district-wide level 
(51%) and citywide level (34%). Only 19% 
of these tenants speak english at home, 
which represents a much lower proportion 
compared to the excelsior as a whole (29%), 
d11 (33%) and the city (56%). Secondary 
unit tenants are predominantly limited english proficient, with 61.8% 
indicating that they speak english not well or not at all.

many excelsior secondary units house long-time residents. 45.2% 
of the tenants moved into their unit in 2004 or earlier. 19.4% moved 
into their unit in 1999 or 
earlier. tenants tended 
to move to the excelsior 
to find more affordable 
housing or live closer to 
family and friends. most 
of these tenants found 
their home through a 
relative or a friend.

seCondARy unit tenAnts ReLy on pubLiC tRAnsit

Public transit is by far the dominant mode of transportation for 
secondary unit tenant respondents. 80.6% of these tenants use public 
transit to go to work or school, while 
only 14.5% commute by car.

to be sure, these high 
proportions may be due in part to 
the fact that three quarters of all 
respondents were surveyed at public 
transit points. however, survey 
results suggest that secondary unit 
tenants increase the pool of total 
tenants who use public transit. 
As explained earlier, American 

whAt does A seCondARy unit Look Like?

based on the survey results, a secondary unit will most likely be 
a two-bedroom, one-bathroom dwelling located on the bottom floor 
of the house. the vast majority of single family properties will contain 

only one secondary unit, although almost one quarter of these 
properties will have more. 19.3% of secondary units will not 
include a living room, and 9.1% will not have a kitchen.

28.3% of the tenants in houses with secondary units 
reported the lack of proper heating facilities. At the same 
time, only 5.3% of these tenants complained about their 
unit needing to be repaired for heating. Other concerns over 
housing conditions included water leaks, rodent and insect 
infestation, and structural damage. Overall, 68.4% of these 
tenants reported no repairs needed.

A sizeable proportion of houses with secondary units do not have 
fire extinguishers accessible to the tenants (38.9%). Fewer units were 
reported to have no smoke detectors (15.2%), but these numbers 
represent a noteworthy segment of households, considering that 
the risk of death from a home fire doubles in homes without smoke 
detectors.28

who Lives in seCondARy units?

Secondary units in the excelsior tend to house families with children 
and are smaller than their district neighbors. half of all secondary unit 
households in the excelsior include children (50.6%), a proportion 

substantially higher than found in 
the entire excelsior neighborhood 
(35%), d11 (34%) and the city 
(18%). the average size of an 
excelsior household residing in 
a secondary unit is 3.6, which 
is smaller than d11 households 
(3.8 for all households and 
4.7 for family households) and 
slightly larger than city averages 
(2.4 for all households and 3.5 
for family households). 25.9% of 

secondary unit households include seniors, which is lower than d11 
(34%) but in line with the city (23.5%).

income levels for secondary unit households are predominately 
at the low end. 86.6% of 
secondary unit households 
are very low income (earning 
no more than 50% of area 
median income (Ami); 
57.3% are extremely low 
income (30% of Ami).

Secondary unit house-
holds reflect the racial and 
ethnic diversity of district 11 
in varying ways. 65.3% are Asian and 18.7% are Latino (compared to 
51% and 27% in d11, respectively). Among the Asians counted, the 

AveRAge househoLd size

inCome oF seCondARy
unit househoLds

86.6% very low income (<50% AMI)

57% extremely low income (<30% AMI)

RACe / ethniCity

FoReign boRn

yeAR moved into seCondARy unit

tRAnspoRtAtion modes

How do secondary units households go t work or school?

14.5% car

4.8% walk

80.6% public transit
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Community Survey estimates a 50/50 proportion of excelsior tenants 
to homeowners who use public transit. Our survey results produced a 
much higher proportion of commuters who are tenants (69.8%), with 
the increased numbers coming from tenants living in secondary unit 
housing.

inFoRmAL LAndLoRd-tenAnt ReLAtionships

Survey results confirmed the informal character of secondary unit 
tenancies in the excelsior. 39.1% of the landlords are either related to 
or a friend of their tenants. 45% of tenants do not have a written rental 
agreement with their landlord. most tenants indicated that there is only 
one PG&e account under which utility expenses are shared, presumably 
due to the single metering of these properties.

tenant respondents reported a high 
rate of Asian homeowners renting out their 
secondary units (75%). Among them, 76.6% 
are Chinese, 10.6% are Filipino and 8.5% 
are Vietnamese. Latinos comprise 10.9% of 
secondary unit landlords.

Of the homeowners interviewed, almost 
one quarter of them have a secondary unit for 
rent (24.1%). most of these units were in the 
owner’s residence. 13.6% of owners without 
secondary units expressed an interest in 

renovating their home to include one. results from the rest of the owner 
surveys were inconclusive due to the nominal number of responses.

unpeRmitted seCondARy units: A Robust souRCe oF 
AFFoRdAbLe housing

Observational survey results point to a remarkably high 
concentration of secondary units in the excelsior. One out of every three 
homes surveyed appeared to contain secondary units. because the 
assessor blocks surveyed were almost entirely rh-1 zoned (one 
dwelling per lot), it 
would be reasonable 
to conclude that most 
of these secondary 
units are unpermitted.

With respect to 
rental value, secondary 
units fall below the city’s going rate for apartments. based on the survey 
results, rent for secondary units—many of which are two-bedroom 
dwellings—gravitates in the $1,000-$1,249 range. this represents a 
34.4% discount in comparison with hUd’s fair market rate estimate of 
$1,905 per month for a two-bedroom apartment in San Francisco.

Secondary units in the excelsior are less available at the very low 
end of the rental market. 15.1% are being rented below $750, which is 
in keeping with the excelsior as a whole (16%) but below levels found 
in d11 (21.2%) and the city (22.5%). this may be attributable to the 
finding that this form of housing primarily serves small families and less 
so to single individuals.

At the higher end of the rental market, secondary units have 
almost no presence. Only 3% of excelsior secondary units are being 
rented at $2,000 per month or higher. Apartments being rented out at 
these levels are found much more frequently in the excelsior as a whole 
(18.4%), d11 (14.4%) and the city (18.9%).

the reduced rental rate of secondary units clearly fits the needs 
of the city’s lower income strata. As previously explained, households 
living in secondary units expect to earn no more than 50% of the area 
median income with over half of them falling under the extremely low 
income bracket (30% of area median income). thus, the survey results 
substantiate the critical role secondary units play in meeting affordable 
housing needs.

ConCLuding Comment

this report is intended only as prefatory investigation. A fuller 
inquiry into the residential character of secondary unit households 
throughout San Francisco is necessary. Such an inquiry would be 
incomplete without a better understanding of the homeowner’s needs 
and perspectives. this is because the survey results challenge our 
understanding of single family residencies in the city and suggest a 
critical symbiotic relationship between homeowners and tenants. it is 
this bond that needs to be understood as it defines our communities. 
in that sense, a community-centric approach may offer a productive 
way to overcome the city’s policy impasse in promoting secondary unit 
housing.

souRCe oF AFFoRdAbLe housing

Monthly rent for a 2-bedroom unit

Secondary unit      = $1,250

Fair market rate                   = $1,905

One out of every three homes
in the Excelsior includes a secondary unit.

RACe / ethniCity oF homeowneRs 
with seCondARy unit
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